Friday in the 1/2 Class with Miss Hogg

Book Making

We have been engaging in deep thinking about our writing and illustrating skills to create our own books. We explored different books by examining the storyline and looking at illustrations and how they can communicate a story. We would like to share with you some of our books that we have created.

Isabelle

I wrote a story about a monster called Lulu and her dog. I like writing stories and making books; I put a lot of effort into mine.

Lillie

My story is about two mermaids, a star fish and a dolphin. I really liked drawing the pictures.

Shaylah

I wrote a story about a girl with her dad and a fairy godmother. I liked writing the problem in my story.

Thomas J

I really liked illustrating the pictures in my book.
Design and Technology

We have been learning about the 4 stages of Design and Technology: Investigating, Designing, Producing and Evaluating. This term we are focusing on the book ‘Mr McGee Goes to Sea’ and we will be creating various everyday objects that relate to this story. We started our unit by creating our own bowler hat, just like Mr McGee!

Vicki - I like how we made them by putting newspaper on our head and how I decorated my hat.

Eva - I liked putting the newspaper on our heads to shape the hat.

Macy - I like the detail I put in with the colours and patterns.

Natalie - I liked how Miss Hogg helped me with my hat and the colours.